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I. Background
Two kinds of Explosion mechanism for core collapsed SN
1. The prompt explosion mechanism
2. The Neutrino delayed explosion mechanism by Wilson
The prompt explosion fails. 
Reason: The rebounded shock wave has disappeared before it 
failures to arrive at the boundary of the outer core due to its energy
is used up by the photon-integrated reaction

56 13 4 26 30Fe n p nα→ + → +

The key parameters for prompt explosion of SNII  are :
1)The energy of the rebounded shock wave;
2)The mass of outer iron core (too small to explode).



Neutrino delayed explosion mechanism
Wilson(Bowers, Wilson, 1985)
Two questions:
1. How  to get a huge flux of neutrino ( 1052-1053ergs-1)
What is the physical process? (Dai Z. Peng Q. and Lu T. ApJ., 1995,440:815)
A strong flux of neutrino is produced in a short timescale( Δt <1μs) 

through  phase transition: nucleons -(u,d) quarks -(s,u,d) quarks 

2. How  to revives the outward rebounded shock  by the strong 
neutrino flux (<En >≈10 MeV) ??

So far, no successful  answer have been reported for SN simulations  
Conclusion: the SN explosion is still the open question  up to now in 

theory!!!
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sRBuras et al., 2003, Phys. Rev. Lett., 90 No. 24, 241101
“Improved Models of Stellar Core Collapse and Still No Explosions:
What is Missing?”



Current idea on the core collapse for SNII
After the end of Si-burning, both the electron fraction ( Ye) and 
the electron degenerate  pressure gradually decrease due to EC 
process.  The iron core begins to shrink  and it contracts faster and
faster. As the EC process proceeds and the electron decreases, Mch
decreases with (Mchμ Ye

2) also.
When Mch is less than Mcore(Fe),  the whole iron core will collapse 
rapidly by the general relativistic effect. At the moment of the
beginning of rapid collapse, the inward collapsing velocity at the
surface of the iron core has arrived at 1000km/s. 
The general relativistic effect is the primary factor to make the 
whole iron core collapsing rapidly , although the EC process makes
the iron core  beginning to shrink.
Besides, The SN core is in a homogenous collapse traditionally
(Colgate, 1968).



II. My idea
A) The key is the electron capture process
The primary factor which causes core collapse of massive stars is the
electron capture (EC)  on the nuclei of iron group.
The EC rate, lEC(ne), is a increasing function of the density.

The timescale of the EC process decreases with increasing density.
The decreasing rate of the timescale of the EC process  is faster than
that for hydrodynamic collapse .



II. My New Idea (1)

• The key is the electron capture process.
• The primary factor which causes core collapse of 

massive stars is the electron capture (EC)  on the nuclei 
of iron group.

• The EC rate, lEC(ne), is an increasing function of mass 
density. The timescale of the EC process decreases faster 
than that of hydrodynamic collapse with increasing 
density. 
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Cont.

In the inner core :
ï The center of the star, r ≠ ,  EC rate ≠,  ne Ø,  Pe Ø

fi (Fg-Pe) ≠,   fi the acceleration of collapse ≠.

fl the SN core is not in a homogenous collapse.
The matter in the inner core is almost in  complete free fall collapse.
( it is valid in a region r < rtrap ª 3¥1011g/cm3 where neutrinos escape
freely).

In the outer core:
the EC rate is low, the electron pressure decreases a little, the 
contracting velocity is much less than the free fall  velocity



Comparing  my new idea with the current idea

The current idea:
The SN core is in a homogenous collapse, the moment of the 
beginning of rapid collapse of the core is dominated by the general 
relativistic effect.
The criterion of the rapid collapse is   Mch < Mcore(Fe)
(Mchμ Ye

2 , Mch ↓ with Ye ↓due to the EC process)
The key is that the whole iron core rapidly collapses and the 
result is the prompt explosion failures due to the Mcore(Fe)
too large.



The Key of my idea
The SN core is dominated by the EC process and it (even for the 
inner core) is not in homogenous collapse .
The key is that  only the part of  the iron core (rather the whole iron 
core) rapidly collapses. Another  part of the core  contracts slowly.
i.e. the rapid collapsed core is not the whole iron core of the
presupernova, but only the central region where the criterion

is valid, i.e. the mass of the rapid collapsed core is only the central 
region and is obviously smaller than the whole mass of the iron core.
Revised prompt explosion mechanism:
The rapid collapsed core where (A) is valid collapses in a very short 
time. It collapses in the same way as that described by the prompt 
explosion mechanism:
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The rapid collapsed core where (A) is valid collapses in a very short 
time. It collapses in the same way as that described by the prompt 
explosion mechanism:

Revised prompt explosion mechanism:



III.  Recent calculations

Improved simulations of SNII for a Woosley’s
presupernona model with 15 M⊙ have been done, based on 
the work by a Chinese group(Wang et al., 1983-2000) and
combining with our idea above.

1)A prompt explosion  for the WS presupernova model 
with 15M⊙ by adjusting the collapsing velocity  properly.

2)A prompt explosion  for the WS presupernova model 
with 15M⊙ by adjusting pressure distribution in collapse
process.



Simulation by adjusting the collapsing velocity
(The iron core is divided into 96 layers) 
Working assumption based on our previous idea: 
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V0: The collapsing velocity simulated by Wang et al. (fail to explode)
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The radial velocity  at various moment (a = 0.006 )

1:at 0.1025 s ，2:  when the core central density arrives at  maximum 
3 : when the rebounded shock wave(RSW) arrive at 8 M⊙; 4: when  RSW wave arrive at 0.9 M⊙，5: 
when  RSW arrive at1 M⊙;6: when  RSW at 1.1 M⊙，7 : when  RSW arrive at 1.2M⊙，8: when  
RSW arrive at 1.3 M⊙;  9: when  RSW arrive at 1.38 M⊙。



a=0.007



a = 0.008



The Exploded energy when the rebounded shock wave
At various layers     ( in  0.1foe )

α 0.8
M⊙

0.9
M⊙

1.0
M⊙

1.1
M⊙

1.2
M⊙

1.28
M⊙

1.30
M⊙

1.38
M⊙

0.005 0.00 29.63 56.36 41.42 20.00 7.38 2.16 0.00

0.006 0.00 18.37 72.63 58.31 36.45 21.96 16.04 6.62

0.007 0.00 20.00 96.01 79.55 59.65 47.21 40.14 28.72

•The rebounded shock wave appears from 0.8 M⊙



Calculated results
No explosion           if              

Weak explosion      if

Strong explosion     if      

006.0=α

0.007α =

005.0=α



Mass density distribution at various time(α=0.006) 1:  at 0.1025 s 
2:  when the core

central density 
arrives at maximum 
3 : when  RSW 

arrive at 8 M⊙
4: when  RSW wave

arrive at 0.9 M⊙

5: when  RSW
arrive at 1 M⊙

6: when  RSW
at 1.1 M⊙

7 : when  RSW
arrive at 1.2M⊙

8: when  RSW 
arrive at 1.3 M⊙

9: when  RSW  
arrive at 1.38

M⊙。



Simulation by adjusting pressure 
distribution in collapse process.



The Pressure distribution during collapsing

(compare of new idea with the current idea)



(compare of new idea with the current 
idea)

The Pressure distribution (after rebound shock formation)

(compare of new idea with the current idea)



Working assumption
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1. The rebounded velocity (Ws15 M⊙)

Left: former simulation by Wang et al.
Right: improved simulation with the adjusted pressure gradient



2. Compare of the exploding energy
Left: former simulation by Wang et al.

Right: improved simulation with the adjusted pressure gradient



Hopes: to cooperate with some 
group to investigate further 

• Thanks !
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